Song words for Christmas Performance 2015
Song 1. Time Rocket
Time rocket take us,
To Christmas Number 1!
Time Rocket show us,
How it all began!
Zoom back in time,
Starting today!
Here we go,
0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 years ago.
Time rocket take us,
To Christmas Number 1!
Time Rocket show us,
How it all began!
Zoom back in time,
Starting at 1000,
Years ago!
1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700,1800, 1900, 2000 years ago.
Song 2. Journey to Bethlehem
100 kilometres, 90 kilometres,
Mary, I'll take you to Bethlehem,
80 kilometres, 70 kilometres,
Joseph, the baby is moving again!
60 kilometres, 50 kilometres,
Mary, it's a long, long, ride!
40 kilometres, 30 kilometres,
Joseph, God will be at our side!
20 kilometres, 15kilometres,
Mary, we will be there soon,
10 kilometres, 5 kilometres,
Joseph, will there be any room?
4 kilometres, 3 kilometres,
Mary, it's a long, long, day!
2 kilometres, 1 kilometres,
Joseph, where are we gonna stay?

Song 3. 10 inns in Bethlehem
10 inns left in Bethlehem,
Joseph's knocking once again,
'Knock, knock.'
'Go away!'
'Got a room?'
'No way!'
Repeat for numbers 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1
No inns left in Bethlehem,
Joseph's praying hard again,
But look,
Over there!
It's a place,
That's spare! Yeah!
Song 4 Cleaning Crew
Put a smile on your face,
Put a broom in your hand,
Put a peg, upon your nose,
Then come and sing along,
With the cleaning song,
This is how it goes!...
We are the Bethlehem cleaning crew,
We will clean the stable up just for you!
We are the Bethlehem cleaning crew,
We will clean the stable up just for you!
Clean forwards, clean backwards,
To the left now, to the right now,
And clean it to the funky beat, cos......
Clean over, clean under,
Move closer, apart now,
And clean it to the funky beat, cos....
Spray, rub, wipe, shine,
spray, rub, wipe, shine,
And clean it to the funky beat, cos....

Song 5 Angels in the cloud
There is one shining angel dancing in the cloud,
One shining angel singing out loud,
See over here,
An angel appear!
"Glory!"
That's two shining angels in the cloud....
Repeat for angels 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
Song 6 Shepherd Pete
Oh Shepherd Pete, who had 10 sheep,
Was sent to Bethlehem,
He didn't want to leave his sheep,
So he took all 10!
"Now go!" said Pete, "my darling sheep down to Bethlehem, (baa)
1 has gone but 9 won't go!
1 and 9 make 10!"
2 + 8, 3 + 7, 4 + 6, 5 + 5, 6 + 4, 7 + 3, 8 + 2, 9 + 1,
"Now go!" said Pete, "my darling sheep down to Bethlehem, (baa)
10 has gone but none won't go!
0 and 10 make 10!"
"and now" said Pete, "that my 10 sheep, are down in Bethlehem,
I'm off to see the baby King,
And join my sheep again!"
Song 7.
Now wise man number one had a..
Cube, so I've been told,
For the King, of solid gold! (Cor!)
That's a wise man, wise man number one!
Now wise man number two had a..
Cone, a gift as well,
Full of myrrh and did it smell! (Pooh!)
That's a wise man, wise man number two!

Wise man - number one!
Wise man - number two!
Wise man - number three!
Wise man - number four!
The wise men were following the star!
Now, wise man number three had a
Sphere of frankincense,
It cost him pounds, it cost him pence! (Ooooh!)
That's wise man, wise man number three!
Now wise man number four had some...
Cards for the baby King,
A circle. square and starry thing! (Wow!)
That's wise man number four!
(Chorus , then repeat as below)
Wise man - number one!
Wise man - number two!
Wise man - number three!
Wise man - number four!
And wise men numbers five, six,
seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven
were late!
Song 8 Time Rocket returning
Time rocket took us,
To Christmas Number 1!
Time Rocket showed us,
How it all began!
Zoom on in time,
Back to today!
Here we go,
2000, 1900, 1800, 1700, 1600, 1500, 1400, 1300, 1200, 1100, 1000 years ago.
Time rocket took us,
To Christmas Number 1!
Time Rocket showed us,
How it all began!
Zoom on in time,
Back to today!
Here we go!

1000, 900, 800, 700, 600 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 0 we're back home!
Song 9. Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Prospero Año y Felicidad
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
From the bottom of my heart

